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The International Institute for Baroque Studies
Since its foundation in 1996, the International Institute for Baroque Studies at
the University of Malta has been involved in a range of activities that support
its mission to disseminate multidisciplinary knowledge about the Baroque
heritage of mankind, and to promote its appreciation and conservation
for posterity.
This objective has been taken forward through teaching activities at
undergraduate and postgraduate levels, as well as through extensive research
work which has formed the basis of various publications and theses. The
Institute has also performed consultancy services concerned with aspects of
the Baroque heritage of the Maltese Islands which is linked to the Hospitaller
Knights of the Order of St John in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.
On an international level, the Institute has enhanced its teaching activities
by actively participating in academic conferences at universities overseas,
and has also taken the initiative to organize international seminars in Malta.
The Institute assumed a pioneering role in the foundation of the Baroque
Route Network of the Council of Europe, on behalf of which the Institute
still regularly publishes a newsletter. The Institute’s publications as well as its
courses offered at both undergraduate and postgraduate levels, reflect the
interests of the academic staff members in the political, military, religious,
social, philosophical, scientific, literary, artistic and conservation aspects of
the Baroque age.
The Baroque world is approached as a holistic cultural entity which
embodies the two contradictions of the age: the abstract mathematical
and methodical aspect on the one hand, and the rebellious, emotional and
exuberant aspect on the other, which are both manifest in the architecture
and art forms of the great Baroque capital cities of Europe. The enduring
residues of this eminently European cultural expression bears witness to
an age of learning, discovery, brilliance and splendour which continues to
attract the attention of many scholars and poses a formidable challenge
for them to provide answers to a host of yet unanswered questions, and
to use archival research to identify and disseminate new knowledge about
the Baroque achievement.

the waterside of valletta
grand masters, travellers and
military men
Petra Caruana Dingli

When Pietro Del Monte succeeded Jean de Valette as grand
master of the Order of St John in Malta in 1568, he took charge
of the building of the new city of Valletta. In the aftermath of the
Great Siege of 1565, Del Monte was concerned about the safety
of his knights and the threat of a renewed attack by the Turks.
He was keen for the fortified city to be completed as soon as
possible, and regularly crossed the harbour from the old town
of Birgu (Vittoriosa) by boat to see how works were progressing.
To create direct access into Valletta from the waterside, the
military engineer Francesco Laparelli designed an entrance into
the city from the harbour, close to the water’s edge, which was
then named Porta Del Monte after the grand master.1 This was
the natural and easiest location to position an access point to
the city from the harbour.
Just as the grand master had found this entrance into Valletta
to be convenient, as he arrived by boat from Birgu, so did many
other people who approached Valletta from its main harbour
for generations to come. Before the invention of aeroplanes and
motor cars, visitors to Malta arrived by sea. The main Valletta
harbour, the Porto Grande, was the principal port of call. A large

part of domestic traffic to Valletta was also by boat. Vessels
continually crossed between Valletta and the three old towns
across the harbour, berthing below the fortifications at the Porta
Del Monte quayside which was adapted and changed over the
centuries.
Streams of people from all backgrounds and nations would
make their way up the steep road later known as 'Scesa Marina’,
today Ta’ Liesse Hill, which led to Porta Del Monte. Once inside
the city, they climbed up the steps of St John Street (Strada
Del Monte, later Strada San Giovanni), to reach the important
streets at the summit. As the Marina developed, Porta Del Monte
gradually became known as Porta Marina. This quayside grew
into a very busy place, filled with traders, vendors, travellers,
porters, fishermen, boatmen, layabouts, petty thieves and
beggars. The spaces and people around this waterside entrance
into Valletta are the focus of this essay. Our area spans roughly
from the old Customs House on Lascaris Wharf at one end, to
the old Quarantine House on Barriera Wharf at the other.
Most of the descriptions of the Marina as it was in the past
do not come down to us through the knights or in the words
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of the Maltese themselves, but in the diaries, letters, books,
drawings and paintings of visitors from European countries.
During their travels, they recorded their personal experiences
in order to share them with others, sometimes only with family
and friends but often seeking a wider audience in print and in
framed canvases.
The excellent natural harbour of Malta was one of the main
reasons which convinced the Hospitaller knights to turn this
small Mediterranean island into their home. The harbour was
large enough for their naval fleet and could provide the necessary
facilities. The Order settled down and created its base around
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it. The topography of the narrow, high Sceberras peninsula
protruding in the centre of the harbour offered a suitable
location to build a new fortified city. The knights sought advice
from top military engineers and surrounded their city, elevated
well above sea level, with tall, strong bastions. Together with
the high rockface which supported the fortifications, Valletta
presented an impressive, powerful sight for anyone approaching
Malta from the sea. One drawback was that the peninsula did
not offer suitable mooring facilities for their fleet, so the knights
continued to keep their ships on the other side of the harbour
near Birgu, in today’s Dockyard Creek. While the uses and
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Left:
Detail of
17th-century sketch
plan showing the
route of the water
supply down to the
Neptune fountain
at the Marina
(NLM , AOM 1034,
known as the
'Poncet Album')
Far left:
Porta Del Monte
before it was
demolished
in 1884
(Private collection)

accessibility of the shoreline do not feature prominently in the
early designs of the city, the original plans of 1566 envisaged
digging a maritime base into the rocky Marsamxett side of the
peninsula, but this never materialized.2 Over the years, access
to the waterside became increasingly important. This was
foreshadowed in the early decision to create Porta Del Monte,
even before the knights had completed their move into the new
city. Porta Del Monte was decorated with a Latin inscription
on a marble plaque, written by the late Grand Master Valette’s
English secretary Oliver Starkey.3
The narrow Porta Del Monte was positioned at the top
of a difficult ascent, with a gradient as steep as one in ten.4
Stephen C. Spiteri describes it as having a drawbridge of a
bascule type, built in the ‘a fleccie e catena’ style with extending
overhead counter-weighted arms, similar to several other early
drawbridges installed by the knights in Malta.5 Defence of the
new city was a primary consideration, and the gates are the
most vulnerable feature of any fortification. The knights of the
Langue of Castille and Portugal were responsible for guarding

St Barbara Bastion above one side of the gate, while the Langue
of Aragon, Catalonia and Navarre was responsible for the
Bastion of St Peter and St Paul on the other side.6 By the 1590s,
this sea gate of Valletta was in constant use and a small Customs
House was set up nearby. Albert Ganado notes that this building
is visible in early maps of the city by Matteo Perez d’Aleccio and
Giorgio Vasari ‘il Giovane’, and it is also mentioned in a 1594
report written by the knight Fra Spina.7
In 1615 the French Grand Master Alof de Wignacourt
erected a large fountain at the foot of Ta’ Liesse Hill, close to the
shore. This fountain was supplied with water by Wignacourt's
new aqueduct which brought water from Rabat, in the centre
of Malta, down to Valletta. The aqueduct was a significant
achievement as the provision of a good supply of water to the
city was crucial for its growth and survival. It was built under
the direction of Bontadino de Bontadini from Bologna, who was
assisted by the Maltese capomastro Giovanni Attard. The water
channel leading down to the fountain features in a plan held
in the Poncet Album.8 A bronze statue of Neptune holding a
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‘Mercato del
Pesce’ by Louis
Ducros, 1800,
showing fish being
traded around the
Neptune fountain
(MUŻA – Heritage
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trident was placed in the centre of the elaborate fountain basin,
attributed to Leone Leoni. A marble water spout in the shape
of a cannon was installed on the supporting wall underneath
the fountain, which supplied water to the rocky shoreline
below. Five years later, a small church dedicated to Our Lady of
Liesse was constructed towards the bottom of Ta’ Liesse Hill.
This church was financed by Fra Giacomo de Chess du Bellay,
Balì of Armenia. The first stone was laid at a ceremony held on
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21 November 1620, attended by Grand Master Wignacourt.9 In
line with the growing commercial activity at the Marina, several
small warehouses for merchandise were later built along the
waterfront with dwellings above them.
While Porta Del Monte remained relatively modest and
functional in appearance, the main landward gate of Valletta was
reconstructed. This was initially the Porta San Giorgio designed
by Francesco Laparelli in 1566-69.10

the waterside of valletta

Under the French Grand Master Antoine de Paule, in 1632
Maltese architect Tommaso Dingli turned it into a larger gate with
a central archway flanked by two smaller archways, and a wooden
drawbridge across a deep, dry moat. Roger de Giorgio notes that
in 1659 both Porta Del Monte and Porta Marsamuscetto on the
other side of Valletta were slightly altered, and the ditch in front
of Porta Reale was dug deeper.11
In the early seventeenth century, the high outcrop of rocks
and fortifications jutting out to the side of Porta Del Monte were
remodelled to create a new bastion under the Italian Grand
Master Jean Paul Lascaris Castellar (1636-57).12 Besides their
defence purposes, the bastions now also provided an opportunity
for some leisure and fun. Grand Master Lascaris soon cast his
eye upon part of this new bastion at the Marina and by 1642
he had built himself an attractive pleasure villa there, complete
with lush gardens, a belvedere, water features and lovely views
over the harbour. The gardens stretched along the back of Our
Lady of Liesse church below Porta Del Monte. Their fountains
received water from Wignacourt’s aqueduct, as did the Neptune
fountain below. The historian Bartolomeo Dal Pozzo noted that
Lascaris’ garden had ‘various rooms and fountains … rendering
the whole place more attractive where before it was barren and
wild.’13 This garden came to be known in Maltese as Ġnien isSultan and in Italian as Giardino della Marina. Previous grand
masters had also built themselves villas with gardens elsewhere
outside Valletta, such as Lascaris’ predecessor Grand Master
Antoine de Paule who built a grand country house in Attard,
today San Anton Palace the residence of the President of Malta.
In 1663, the distinguished German traveller Duke Ferdinand
Albrecht zu Braunschweig-Lüneburg was taken around Lascaris’
garden and villa. He noted in his diary:
The villa has many rooms overlooking the sea. Down
under there are waterworks. There is a nice fountain
surrounded by a garden of Seville orange trees. Two
satyrs and nymphs blow their horns as they are carried
through the water. In the middle there is an allegory of

this part of the world called Europe. This figure rides on
an ox made of red marble. From the bowls which this
figure holds in her hands, water flows over her head
like a helmet made of feathers. At this place there are
quite a number of frogs and one can hear their noises.
The spluttering water produces an artificial sound which
resembles the singing of a nightingale. There are more
singing and cheerful birds. In the middle of the place
there is a water tube which ejects water higher in the air
than the city walls.14
Part of the Ġnien is-Sultan complex lay on high rock, and Grand
Master Lascaris cut a tunnel into the rock-face at road level
below, to enable access from Porta Del Monte to the shore
on the other side. This new road led to the area beneath the
Capuchin friary which was established in around 1590 outside
Valletta’s city walls, today’s Floriana. This stretch was gradually
developed into warehouses for the storage of mercantile goods,
used by the growing number of merchants as well as the Order,
and other industrial facilities.15 In 1652 an arsenal for the Order’s
vessels was constructed in the ditch beneath the Bastion of
St Peter and St Paul by the knight Fra Girolamo Salvago. In 1685
this arsenal caught fire and was destroyed.16
Wignacourt’s Neptune fountain was admired by numerous
travellers who feature it in their writings, such as Balthasar de
Monconys in 1646 and Jean de Thevenot in 1655.17 Two German
travellers visiting Valletta in 1663 were impressed by what they
called a bronze ‘statue’ of Christ the Saviour near Porta Marina,
which they describe as bearing the inscription ‘Salva nos’. This
was a sculpture by Italian artist Alessandro Algardi, donated by
the knight Fra Alessandro Zambeccario in 1639 and installed in a
free-standing niche at the Marina.18 The bronze figure of Christ
held a globe in one hand, and his other hand was raised to bless
vessels and travellers. One of the best-known visual records of
the Wignacourt fountain and the surrounding Marina area was
created by the Dutch artist Willem Schellinks in 1664, as part of
his series of landscape pictures of the Valletta harbour as well as
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An 18th-century
painting of the
Valletta Marina,
with the ‘barriera’
quarantine area
on the left, and
the Perellos
warehouses and
chapel on the right
(Malta Maritime
Museum – Heritage
Malta)

other sites in Malta. Schellinks also kept a travel diary, complete
with descriptive passages in the style of the travelogues of
the day. With its statues, fountains and lovely garden, by the
mid-seventeenth century Valletta’s Marina was appreciated by
visitors as a notable spot, worthy of comment in their diaries
and letters, and attractive enough for artists to bring out their
easels. Besides the small Customs House, by the early eighteenth
century the Order also brought the Quarantine House and the
sanitary authorities over from Rinella on the opposite side of the
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harbour to a new location underneath St Barbara Bastion at the
Valletta Marina.19 Travellers arriving from overseas were obliged
to obtain a clean bill of health before being allowed to proceed,
and many were sent by the sanitary authorities to spend several
days or weeks at the Lazaretto on the Isolotto in Marsamxett
harbour before being allowed to set foot in Valletta. The word
‘quarantine’ itself indicates that the normal period of waiting
was 40 days. Arriving mail was also received in the quarantine
area at the Marina and was fumigated before being distributed.

the waterside of valletta

This area of the Marina came to be known as the ‘barriera’,
today Barriera Wharf. It is held that this name is derived from
a series of barriers made of stone bollards and wooden planks,
which retained new arrivals within a contained area. In 1777
the French artist Jean Hoüel was fascinated by the quarantine
system at the Valletta Marina, and decided to sketch this ‘place
which is called the barrier of health, located on the shore …
at the northern end of the Port of Malta.’ In his travel journal
he wrote a detailed description of the procedures followed by
the sanitary authorities.20 He noted that during quarantine ‘to
keep secrets about physical conditions or negligence of control
is regarded as a serious crime. It is punished with the death
penalty.’ In 1800, the traveller Aeneas Anderson also observed
that the quarantine section at the Valletta Marina was ‘fenced
in by wood pallisadoes, where goods are landed, to remain
during a stated time, previous to their being sold, or consigned
to the warehouses of their owners. There is also a large depot
adjoining, for the reception of such merchandise as will suffer by
an exposure to the air.’21
The Spanish Grand Master Ramon Perellos y Roccaful (16971720) moved the Algardi sculpture to a small chapel near the
quarantine area. In around 1712 Perellos also commissioned a
set of warehouses for merchants along the quay, to designs by
Romano Carapecchia. Giovanni Bonello relates that the envoy
Giacomo Capello seems to have had a bone to pick with Perellos,
writing in 1716 that this womanizing grand master ‘spent all his
afternoons in a miserabile orticello near Marina Gate, over which
there is a gabinetto vitriato (a glass-walled balcony) wretchedly
furnished.’22 This may refer to the Ġnien is-Sultan villa overlooking
the water and the Neptune statue. Spiteri also notes that Porta
Del Monte was redesigned by Romano Carapecchia in the early
eighteenth century.23 At this period, gateways tended to be
elaborate and ornamental in their presentation, often including
inscriptions, heraldry and sculptural elements to symbolize
authority and power. Some gateways had one or more rooms
built above them to increase their height. Both Porta Del Monte
and the main City Gate had a room constructed above, as did
Porta Sant'Anna in Floriana. Such rooms were generally used

to store supplies, but they were sometimes also leased out as
residences. In 1777 the congregation of war and fortification
leased the room above Porta Del Monte to Sebastiano Olivieri.
Similarly, a year earlier the room above the main City Gate had
been leased to Angelica Paulicci.24 Architectural fashions were
changing and in 1740 Our Lady of Liesse church was redesigned
in a Baroque style by the Langue of France. Thirty years later,
in 1774 the Order built a new Customs House just beyond the
rock-hewn tunnel under Ġnien is-Sultan. This is a Neo-Classical
building, and was constructed with thick walls by the Maltese
architect Giuseppe Bonnici.
In the first years of British rule, Civil Commissioner Alexander
Ball was interested in expanding the fishing industry in Malta
and in 1804 he built a fish market at a cost of £200.25 In 1806
he purchased two fishing vessels for 5,000 pezzi duri.26 He
had hoped to make fisheries in Malta independent of foreign
supplies, however the catches were not as good as he had
hoped. A fish market was sited around the Neptune fountain at
the Marina, depicted as an open-air market by Swiss artist Louis
Ducros (1778-1810) in 1800. That same year, Anderson also
described a fish market operating in this area ‘which, in general,
is well-supplied with fish: excellent oysters are found here, and
in great abundance.’27
A British encyclopedia of 1836 noted that the Valletta
shoreline in this area ‘is one continued line of wharfs, on which
stand the custom-house, the fish-market, with ranges of storehouses both public and private’. Fish was a thriving business as
‘the numerous fast days of the Catholic church give employment
to many in supplying the market with fish.’28 Fish was also for
sale at the main food market in the centre of Valletta. ‘The
fish supply of Valletta is very good, as might be expected’, said
William Tallack in 1861, with ‘large eels of various kinds …
sardines, cuttle fish, tunny, anchovies, and other fish of various
sizes, and often of very gay colours. The fish market of Valletta
may almost compare with that of Gibraltar for variety and
novelty of species.’29
Once the British settled in Malta they continued to alter the
face of Valletta in line with the tastes and fashions of the day.
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One of the earliest notable British structures on this harbour
side of Valletta is a large monument dedicated to Sir Alexander
Ball on top of the bastions just above the Barriera Wharf. This
was built in 1810 in the shape of a Neo-Classical Doric temple.
The number of British visitors to Malta increased from the early
nineteenth century onwards. They arrived by ship and the gate
at the Marina continued to be the normal first entrance into
the city. In 1819 Francis Collins described his arrival as follows:
‘We landed on a fine quay and proceeded under an archway,
through a narrow entrance, which introduced us to the foot
of the leading streets which lie through the city; the ascent is
rather steep, with a variety of shops.’30
In 1834 the British traveller William E. Fitzmaurice was
impressed by the view of Valletta as he came into the harbour:
‘There are few places that can boast of so much strength and
picturesque beauty combined as the city of Valletta. Tiers of
bastions rise in succession, and being based on fine strata of
rock, give the harbour a grand and striking appearance.’31 The
Marina was a busy place. An American visitor recalls the bustle
of people on the quay in 1828:
It is no less curious than amusing to view the diversities
of dress and appearance among the motley crowd
which business daily assembles on the marina of Valetta.
Beside the English soldiers, sailors and merchants,
many of whom have their warehouses there, one sees
Barbaresque traders, wrapt in their long shawls and
peculiar habiliments, whose settled gravity is contrasted
with the noise of the Maltese boatmen and porters, a
lively set of people, having much more of the Italian
than of the African character, although some of them
evidently appear to be of the latter origin. Here are also
about the harbour, at the Lazaretto, Parlatory, &c. some
Maltese of a superior class, such as the port-captains,
the officers of the Sanita, masters of pilot-boats,
and others, who imitate the English, and speak their
language imperfectly, but may be readily known by their
swarthy countenances, and characteristic activity.32
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A detailed account of the landing area at the Marina was provided
by George Percy Badger in 1838. He noted that the Perellos
warehouses were mostly two storeys high and very conveniently
situated near the sea. Next to these magazines stood an office
of the marine police, who processed the passports of foreign
visitors. Badger described what he called the ‘St Salvatore
chapel’ as intended for the use of persons on board vessels
in quarantine, ‘from where they might be spectators of the
celebration of the mass by the officiating priest. The elevation
of the host was signified by the ringing of a small bell; at which
signal the audience all knelt down to worship. The style of its
building, on a raised base, and with a very exposed front, was
designed in order that the service might be more conveniently
seen.’33 The chapel stood near the bottom of the Nix Mangiare
steps, the typical pedestrian route for visitors to reach the
Marina Gate from Barriera Wharf. These steps gained their name
from the multitude of beggars, including numerous children,
who crowded this area and pestered passers-by with the cry
‘nix mangiare’ (nothing to eat). In 1841 the Danish author Hans
Christian Andersen walked up these steps and encountered
crowds of begging children shouting ‘nix mangiare’. The German
geologist Wolfgang Sartorius, Baron of Walterhausen, also went
up these steps and was ‘besieged by swarms of young boys and
girls in their unintelligible Arabic language offering all kinds of
services.’34
Badger described the Wignacourt fountain with its bronze
statue of Neptune holding a trident, and the semi-circular set
of rooms used as a fish market, which he describes as ‘built by
the Grand Master Despuig’. The painting of the fish market by
Ducros of 1800, however, as well as another painting of the
area by the same artist, do not depict any semi-circular rooms
around the fountain, and neither does a drawing of the area by
Giorgio Pullicino dated to the same period. To date it is unclear
exactly when these semi-circular rooms were built, but the visual
evidence points towards the early 1800s, possibly by Alexander
Ball.
Badger also describes the ‘long excavated passage’ cut
through the rock by Grand Master Lascaris, which led to the

Elevations and
plans by George
Whitmore R.E.
of Porta Del
Monte and Porta
Sant'Anna
in the 1820s
(MPH 1/887/2
UKNA)

View of
semicircular fish
market at the
Marina, with
Lascaris tunnel
on the right.
The Neptune
statue is here
facing inwards
and the fountain
base is reduced
in size (Private
collection)
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Early 19th-century
drawing of the Marina
attributed to Giorgio
Pullicino, showing
the Neptune statue
with its original large
fountain base, and a
plaque with high-relief
sculpture and coat-ofarms at the end of the
Perellos warehouses
on the left (Malta
Maritime Museum –
Heritage Malta)

Customs House on the mole on the other side. He mentions the
‘picturesque house’ built by Lascaris ‘for pleasure and diversion
during the evening’ and noted that ‘the parterre which leads
into the dwelling, formed by the terraces of the storehouses
beneath, is very spacious and forms a delightful walk with a good
view of the harbour.’ The Italian traveller Giuseppe Pericciuoli
Borzesi related a similar experience of the Valletta Marina in
1839. He started off from the ‘commodious well-built lodge’
which housed the marine police and the health office, which
bore the inscription above the door ‘Haec fecit populorum amor’.
Disembarking passengers and sailors were kept separate in the
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area named the Barriera, although they were permitted to talk
to people on the other side. Like Badger, he admired the fine
warehouses and had a look at the ‘St Salvatore chapel’ built ‘for
the use of mariners and persons in quarantine.’ Borzesi viewed
the Wignacourt fountain and Our Lady of Liesse church ‘adorned
with gifts devoted to the Virgin by persons in affliction, in order
to gain her compassion.’ He walked up to the 'Porta di Mare’ and
enjoyed the view of ‘a long delightful parterre which leads to a
picturesque habitation, built on a rock overhanging the Customs
House.’ Over the gate he read ‘the motto so dear to the English,
Dieu et mon droit’. In the 1820s, the British had replaced the

the waterside of valletta

coat-of-arms of the Order on the gate, instead placing their own
under the direction of George Whitmore of the Royal Engineers.
Once through the gate, he saw another fountain with a faded
inscription above.35 The traveller George Angas also had a
good look at the Wignacourt fountain and statue of Neptune
in 1841, and the fish market situated around it.36 The British
administration registered all disembarking passengers and
published their names in the Government Gazette.37 A colourful
description of the sights and sounds of crowds of people on
entering Valletta through the Marina Gate, was written by the
English novelist William Makepeace Thackeray in 1844:
The lights and shadows, the cries and stenches, the
fruit shops and fish stalls, the dresses and chatter of
all nations; the soldiers in scarlet, and women in black
mantilla; the beggars, boat-men, barrels of pickled
herrings and macaroni; the shovel-hatted priests and
bearded capuchins; the tobacco, grapes, onions, and
sunshine; the signboards, bottled-porter stores, the
statues of saints and little chapels which jostle the
stranger’s eyes as he goes up the famous stairs from the
Water-gate, make a scene of such pleasant confusion
and liveliness as I have never witnessed before.38
Significant changes at the Marina took place towards the
middle of the nineteenth century. In 1853 the Royal Engineers
had already rebuilt Tommaso Dingli’s gate to the city on the
landward side of Valletta, and replaced it with a new gate. In the
first decades of their administration in Malta the British did not
add new fortifications but by the 1850s, during the Crimean war,
they felt the need to strengthen the defences inside the Grand
Harbour. To achieve this, in 1854 they demolished the Lascaris
villa near the Marina Gate to make way for a new fortified position
named the Lascaris Battery. This was considered necessary to
defend the harbour, particularly the dockyard opposite which
was now so important to the British navy.39 Military exigencies
took priority over other considerations in British ‘Fortress Malta’.

In 1853 Algardi’s Christ the Saviour bronze sculpture was removed
from the Perellos chapel and relocated to the pediment of the
façade of St John’s co-cathedral. During this relocation process
the sculpture was remodelled and the original torso and hands
were replaced with a drape.40 In the late 1850s Governor John
Gaspard le Marchant removed the statue of Neptune. A smaller
fountain continued to provide water there. This was the same
period when the new covered market, which Le Marchant
promoted, was built in the centre of Valletta. This downsizing of
the fish market fountain was part of a wider interest in market
facilities. The Neptune statue was transferred to the Governor's
Palace in Valletta, and the fountain basin was dismantled.
In his book about Malta published in 1880, the chaplain
G.N. Godwin referred to the Sultan's garden, which indicates
that there must still have been some greenery left next to
Lascaris Battery ‘in which the Royal Malta Fencible Artillery are
quartered.’41 He noted that basket-makers sold their goods on the
left side of the drawbridge of the Marina Gate, and related that
the ‘Sultan’s Garden’ once had a villa where the grand master
and his knights played cards ‘regaling themselves meanwhile
with ices and sherbet. The word Sultan means in Maltese a king
or prince.’ He informed his readers that, before its demolition
to make way for Lascaris Battery, the villa was occupied by the
captain of the port.42 By 1880 the Perellos chapel had been
demolished, and the ships that he saw in the harbour included
steamships.
From the 1880s onwards until the present day, accessibility
into Valletta together with new technology and modes of
transport became the driving force for the transformation of the
Marina. In 1884 the old Porta Del Monte was demolished. By this
time it had become wholly inadequate for current needs. It was
replaced with a wider double gate, named Victoria Gate, built
by the public works department under the direction of Maltese
architect Emmanuele Luigi Galizia (1830-1906). The new gate
was initiated under the governorship of Sir Arthur Borton who
laid the foundation stone. The royal arms were displayed at
the top of the gate. Both main entrances to Valletta were now
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Victoria Gate by
architect Emmanuele
Luigi Galizia, which
replaced Porta Del
Monte in 1884
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British. At the same time, to improve access to the city the entire
ascent leading up to the gate was re-engineered to a lower and
more comfortable gradient. The road level was brought down
considerably, also lowering some of the door-fronts of the shops
and houses which lined the street. An iron bridge leading up to
the streets above was installed inside the gate.
A year earlier in 1883 a steam railway running from Valletta’s
main City Gate to various locations in Malta was introduced,
which improved landward access to the city. In 1905 the
many hills, steps and stairs of Valletta were circumvented by
the ‘Barracca Electric Lift’ which created a vertical connection
between the principal streets in the highest part of Valletta, and
the Grand Harbour below. This device took passengers from
Lascaris Wharf up a distance of 167 feet to the Upper Barrakka
Gardens near the Auberge de Castille. Each of the two lifts could
carry 12 passengers at a time. Landward access to Valletta was
also improved with the introduction of an electric tram service
that same year, running from City Gate to Marsa, Hamrun
and Birkirkara.43 The first motorized bus service also started
operating in Malta in 1905.
In conjunction with the new Barrakka lift, in 1906 a steam
ferry service began operating between the Valletta Marina and
the Three Cities on the other side of the harbour. The ferry
terminal in Valletta was located between the Customs House
and the fish market, and the other two stops were at the San
Lorenzo steps in Vittoriosa and the Senglea waterside. A similar
ferry service to Sliema from the Marsamxett side of Valletta had
already been in operation for many years, however the barklori
(ferrymen) in the Grand Harbour had put up strong resistance to
the introduction of the steam service.44 In 1930 the foundation
stone was laid for a new wide road leading up directly from
Floriana to Castille Place in Valletta close to the Barrakka lift,
named Duke of York Avenue. The bus terminus was also located
in Castille Place. Vehicular traffic was on the rise and, in the
following year, the railway service from Valletta shut down as
it was no longer feasible. By this time Lascaris Wharf beneath
the Barrakka lift had turned into one of the busiest areas of

Ta' Liesse Hill,
with Our Lady of
Liesse church on
the left, around
1900

the harbour. The action had shifted there from Barriera Wharf
on the other side of the Lascaris tunnel. The Lascaris Battery
above had been disarmed in the 1890s and was subsequently
used as part of naval headquarters.45 The Marina branch of the
Royal Naval Canteen on Lascaris Wharf, established in 1893, was
demolished in 1930 to provide better access to the lift, which
could previously only be reached through a gateway opposite the
Customs House. Joseph Bonnici and Michael Cassar describe the
1930s as the ‘golden years’ for Lascaris Wharf. The police station
had now also shifted from Barriera Wharf to this area and next to
it were ‘bars and lodging houses, all sporting names reminiscent
of maritime England: Naval Crown, Royal Crown, Golden Anchor,
Old Land and Sea Bar, Old Sans Pareil Bar, Dreadnought, London,
Crown & Anchor, First and Last, Iron Duke Lodging House. Above
the bars were the offices of shipping agents, wholesalers, Nestlé,
ship chandlers and coal importers.’46
In 1937 the fish market moved from the semi-circular set of
rooms beneath Victoria Gate, to a new building at the other end
of Barriera Wharf where the Quarantine House once stood.47
During the second world war, underground rock-hewn chambers
underneath the Lascaris Battery served as the Combined
Operational Headquarters.48 The Marina below Victoria Gate
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suffered considerable war damage. The Lascaris Battery was
bombed, as was the small fish market below it. In 1942 Our Lady
of Liesse church was badly damaged and remained closed until
1952.49 In 1953 the semi-circular fish market was rebuilt and
used as shops selling lace and stationery.50 In 1959 the steam
ferry service from the Customs House to Senglea and Vittoriosa
was discontinued due to increased dependence on the motor
car for transport.51
In 1978 the old fish market building was then completely
removed to make way for a new ring road around Valletta,
which necessitated a breach in the bastions beyond the former
quarantine area as well as the demolition of some of the
buildings there. In the 1980s a government housing block of
residential flats was built in the remainder of Ġnien is-Sultan
garden directly beneath the bastion wall, and the surrounding
open area evolved into a car park.
The Barrakka lift was eventually closed down and the structure
was removed. A new lift in an award-winning contemporary
design was rebuilt on the same spot in 2012 while a regular
ferry service to the three towns across the harbour leaving
from behind the Customs House was reintroduced at around
the same time in an effort to discourage people from using cars
to reach Valletta. A government ministry is now located in the
buildings on the former quarantine side of Barriera Wharf, and
the fish market has moved to Marsa further inside the harbour.
This historic waterside below Victoria Gate is no longer used
as a principal entrance to Valletta, and has instead evolved into
a relatively tranquil side entrance.
Few of the old features of the Marina have survived. Ġnien
is-Sultan and its villa, the fish market, the Wignacourt fountain
and the statue of Neptune, Porta Del Monte, the Perellos chapel
and the Algardi bronze sculpture are all gone. But Our Lady of
Liesse church is still there, as are Lascaris Battery, Victoria Gate,
the old Customs House and rows of warehouses. And hidden
in a corner behind the social housing block, near a blank wall
which originally formed part of the fortifications leading up to
the old Porta Del Monte, a small belvedere and nymphaeum of
Ġnien is-Sultan have survived quietly through the centuries.
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